Revature
Entry Level Software Engineers
Career Connector Job ID #12301

Description
First and foremost, I hope you are staying safe and staying aware as we all navigate this challenging time with COVID-19.

Secondly, I wanted to let you know we are still actively hiring and have opportunities for individuals interested in launching a tech career. At this time, we are conducting all interviews virtually.

We are hiring over 100 Junior Software Developers / Entry Level Software Engineers in the next 6 weeks. **No prior coding experience required.** You will receive on-the-job-training after you are hired. Recent College Graduates Encouraged to Apply. Multiple Openings throughout the US. **Relocation Assistance is available.**

Our Software Engineers design, analyze and build next-gen software systems, including business applications, games, computer applications, middleware, and network control systems across a variety of industries, including finance, insurance, retail, healthcare and government.

**What We Are Looking For**
- 0-3 years experience
- Solid foundational knowledge of SQL
- A natural problem solver
- Strong communication and interpersonal skills
- Ability to relocate
- Eligible to work in the US

**What We Offer**
- Competitive Compensation
- Relocation & Housing Assistance
- Health, Vision & Dental Insurance
- Paid Time Off
- Industry Certifications
- Life Insurance Policy
- 401k
- Mentoring program
- Experience with the largest and most reputable companies in the US

Please note that Revature is not currently sponsoring work visas or transfers at this time.